
 
  
LOT 312 FROM BALLINCURRIG HOUSE STUD  312

  

 
  Spanish Moon 

(USA) 

  El Prado   Sadler's Wells 
Lady Capulet 

FULL MOON 
PARTY (FR)  
April 20th, 2015 
BAY FILLY 
(Not in G.S.B.) 

Shining Bright   Rainbow Quest 
Bourbon Girl 

Question de Temps 
(FR) 
(2004) 

  Epistolaire   Alzao 
Epistolienne 

(Second Produce) Duchesse du 
Cochet   Native Guile 

Samba du Cochet 
E.B.F. Nominated. 

This filly is unbroken. Sold with Veterinary Certificate. (See Conditions of Sale). 
  
1st dam 
QUESTION DE TEMPS (FR): placed twice at 4 years in France; also winner over jumps at 

4 years in France and £48,705 and placed 6 times; dam of 2 foals; 
Full Moon Party (FR) (2015 f. by Spanish Moon (USA)): see above. 

  
2nd dam 
DUCHESSE DU COCHET (FR): placed once at 4 years in France; also placed 3 times over 

jumps at 4 and 5 years in France; dam of 4 winners from 6 runners and 6 foals inc.: 
Vice Et Vertu (FR): 7 wins, £40,335: winner of a N.H. Flat Race at 4 years and 

placed once; also 2 wins over hurdles at 4 years and placed 3 times and 4 wins 
over fences, 2018 and £30,088 and placed 5 times. 

Pickamus (FR): 6 wins, £50,605: winner over hurdles at 6 years and placed 3 times 
and 5 wins over fences and £43,557 and placed 4 times. 

Noir Et Mauve (FR): winner at 4 years in France. 
  
3rd dam 
SAMBA DU COCHET (FR): placed twice over jumps in France; dam of a winner from 5 

runners and 5 foals; 
Joyeux Royal (FR): 5 wins, £27,153: 2 wins at 3 years in France and £10,086; also 2 

wins over hurdles at 4 and 6 years and £11,369 and placed twice and winner 
over fences at 5 years and placed once; also winner of a point-to-point. 

Gazelle Royale (FR): placed 9 times over jumps in France; dam of a winner: 
Saint des Fresnes (FR): winner over jumps at 5 years in France and £10,500 and 

placed once. 
  
4th dam 
VOITURE (FR): unraced; dam of a winner from 5 runners and 6 foals; 

Origine du Cochet (FR): placed once in France; also winner over jumps in France and 
placed 7 times; dam of a winner: 
Amiral du Cochet (FR): winner in France; also placed over jumps. 

Theorie du Cochet (FR): placed once over jumps in France; dam of a winner: 
Jaoka du Gord (FR): winner over fences and £17,206 and placed 10 times. 

Voiture du Cochet (FR): unraced; dam of 5 winners inc.: 
LEADER DU COCHET (FR): 22 wins: winner at 4 years in France; also 21 

wins over jumps in France inc. Grand Steeplechase de Loire Atlantique, 
Nantes, L. and Journal Sud-Ouest Grand Steeplechase de Bordeaux, Bordeaux 
Le Bouscat, L. 

Ecureuil du Cochet (FR): winner in France; also winner over jumps in France. 
Derby du Cochet (FR): placed in France; also winner over jumps. 
Gazette du Cochet (FR): placed in France; also winner over jumps. 

  
The next dam PENICHE DU MESNIL: unraced; dam of 4 winners from 4 runners inc.: 

Hardi Gars (FR): 2 wins over jumps in France and placed 4 times inc. 2nd Grand 
Steeplechase de Bordeaux, Bordeaux Le Bouscat, L. 

Kalighte (FR): placed twice in France; also 6 wins over jumps in France and placed 
twice; dam of 6 winners inc.: 
Et Light (FR): winner in France; also winner over jumps at home and in 

France, 3rd Grand Steeplechase de Nantes de Loire Atlantique, Nantes, L. 
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